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Courts are increasingly being asked to 
rule on injuries inflicted during games 
IF YOU punch someone in the face and knock him unconscious, you generally risk jail. But if you deliver the blow in a boxing ring, you 
will be a hero: as an English judge wrote in 1993, boxing “stands outside the ordinary law of violence because society chooses to 
tolerate it”. 

Boxing is extreme: competitors win by hurting each other. But other contact sports, and those using dangerous implements such as bats 
and hard balls, can also injure and kill. The death of Phillip Hughes in November was a sad example. Though he died after a rock-hard, 
fist-sized object was thrown towards him, no one was prosecuted. As a batsman playing cricket, he fell victim to an accident, not a 
crime. 

Playing sport is not licence for anarchy. Murder on the football pitch is still murder. But rather than passing clear laws, common-law 
countries have set the boundaries of the carve-out for sports via prosecutorial discretion and a few close-call cases. Those boundaries 
can shift with social norms. Sometimes they are extended: Norway has just ended its ban on professional boxing (see article). In most 
countries, though, they are likely to narrow—with potentially large consequences. Players, teams and leagues could find themselves 
legally liable for injuries once regarded as routine. And if the public turns away from dangerous games, huge industries such as 
American football could vanish. 

The basic principle that makes violence in sports legal is consent. Just as people consent to allow surgeons to cut them open, athletes 
consent to allow other athletes to harm them. But governments sometimes outlaw consensual acts, both in sport and outside it. In the 
1800s most European countries and American states banned duelling with guns and bare-knuckle boxing. In 1993 a group of British 
men were convicted for assault after carrying out consensual sadomasochistic acts: the judges ruled that consent was not a defence to 
charges of actual bodily harm. 

For the pastimes that states have decided to allow, it is often unclear exactly which types of contact athletes consent to. Courts have 
generally sought to distinguish violence intrinsic to a sport from behaviour outside the norm. But a game’s formal rules cannot legalise 
conduct that would otherwise be forbidden, and are often surprisingly unhelpful: much of what they explicitly punish (such as excessive 
tackling in soccer) is banned precisely because it occurs so often, and can thus be considered part of the sport. 

The criteria courts have used are whether an athlete intended to hurt a victim, whether serious harm resulted, whether the type of attack 
was prohibited by the sport and whether it occurred when play was suspended or terminated. When all are met, criminal prosecution is 
likely. In 2001 James Butler, an American boxer, approached his opponent after losing a bout, ostensibly to congratulate him. Instead, 
he punched him in the jaw with an ungloved fist. His rival collapsed and was out of action for nine months; Mr Butler served four months 
in jail. (He is now serving a longer sentence for killing a man with a hammer.) 

When a sport bans a particular form of violence but tolerates it in practice, the jurisprudence is less consistent. Both fistfighting and 
hitting opponents with sticks are officially banned in ice hockey. But fists are widely accepted, whereas sticks usually lead to long 
suspensions. Canadian courts have made the same distinction. The two players in the National Hockey League who have been 
convicted of assault used their sticks in intentional attacks, though one served a single day in jail and the other was merely given 
probation. 

Criminal courts are generally closed to cases where violence occurs in direct connection with play. But as awareness of the dangers of 
contact sports grows, so may judges’ willingness to hear claims for civil liability. The trend started in 2006 when Jarrod McCracken, a 
rugby player in Australia, won A$97,500 ($73,400) in a suit against two players who ended his career with a “spear tackle”, and their 
team. (They picked him up and dropped him on his head.) In 2013 America’s National Football League reached a $765m settlement 
(likely to be increased after a judge overturned it for being too stingy) with former players over brain damage, setting a precedent that 
leagues can be held liable for previously unknown health risks to which players could not have consented. 

Another precedent could come from Magomed Abdusalamov, a Russian boxer who may never walk or talk again after a bout in 2013. 
His family is suing the venue, the firm that promoted the event, the referee, a state official and the ringside doctors, on the grounds that 
the fight should have been stopped sooner and that he was not given appropriate care. As more injured players turn to the courts, 
judges will increasingly have to rule on which sporting risks are acceptable—and perhaps even which sports. 
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